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omen of the baby-boomer generation, born

lives in the paid work force. In the past, researchers

between 1945 and 1963 (Bonikowska and

have focused on the family life of women who are

Schellenberg 2013), are the ﬁrst to have participated

retired, particularly on caregiving and grandpar-

in signiﬁcant numbers in the paid work force since

enting, but this emphasis may no longer be appro-

retirement became institutionalized in the early

priate. As Cruikshank (2003:129) has pointed out,

20th century (Chappell et al. 2003). Using in-depth

we can no longer assume that home life is “the fo-

We are at a unique point in history when an unprecedented number of women are beginning to re-

interviews, this article queries what retirement

cus of retired women’s lives.”

tire. Earlier work has suggested that women have few identity concerns in retirement because they

means to baby-boomer women and the boundary

had less attachment to the labor force. In contrast, women of the baby-boomer generation are the ﬁrst

issues that arise for them during this transition

This article focuses on how baby-boomer women

cohorts to have participated in signiﬁcant numbers in the paid work force since the institutionaliza-

around the meaning of both retirement and their

experience and talk about retirement and, in the

tion of retirement.

personal and social identity.

process, navigate a number of key boundaries—be-
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tween full-time, paid and other work and between
Using in-depth, semi-structured interviews, this article explores baby-boomer women’s process of

Traditionally, sociologists have used the concept

their own transitions and the intersecting transi-

leaving the paid work force and queries what retirement means to them. It focuses on the eroding

of “boundary work” (Gieryn 1983:782) to explore

tions of others in their lives. It uses the words of

boundary between work and retirement and issues of personal and social identity for the research

how professional groups, particularly scientists,

the research participants to explore how they have

participants. When women retire, they navigate a number of key boundaries between full-time, paid

identify speciﬁc characteristics to serve as a “social

negotiated the boundaries between work and re-

and other work and between their own transitions and the transitions of others in their lives. The

boundary” that distinguishes their activity from

tirement, the extent of their permeability, how this

women’s social identity reﬂects their experience of the intersection of retirement, aging, and gender.

that of non-professionals. This article argues that

transition has aﬀected the women’s sense of living

The themes that permeate the interviews include the loss of a primary identity without having a new

baby-boomer women who have retired attempt to

meaningful lives, and the impact of retirement on

positive identity to claim, being retired as a conversation stopper, and experiencing the invisibility

blur the boundaries between work and retirement

their personal and social identity.

that often comes with aging. Developing a unique identity and ﬁnding new meaning as a retiree is

and between their professional identities and the

a challenging process for baby-boomer women as they negotiate “lingering identities” to avoid cross-

identity of retiree using “identity talk” (Snow and

As members of the ﬁrst cohort of women to retire

ing the identity boundary from professional to retired. The article uses the words of the research

Anderson 1987). Hence, their boundary work is

in large numbers, baby-boomers are pioneers. The

participants to explore how they construct boundaries between work and retirement, the extent of

in the service of eroding social boundaries rather

role of women has changed signiﬁcantly in the last

their permeability, and the impact of women’s relationships and identity on those boundaries.

than constructing them.

50 years, begun by the baby-boomers who comprise the ﬁrst generation that has had its “adult
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Earlier work suggested that women would have few

consciousness formed within the ‘youth culture’”

challenges in their transition to retirement because

of the 1960s (Gilleard and Higgs 2002:376; Kotarba

their attachment to the labor force was thought to

2013). Retirement, itself, is changing, too. For many,

be tenuous (Barnes and Parry 2004). Indeed, when

rather than a discrete event, it is a process of tran-
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women did not retire. In contrast, retirement today

are becoming blurred as the old model of working

is meaningful to women baby-boomers, many of

one day and being completely retired the next be-

whom have spent the vast majority of their adult

comes less universal. In the next section, this article

published

in

2001

Research in Action: A Canadian Primer (2012; 2015, Oxford
University Press), By Himself, The Older Man’s Experience
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summarizes the small literature on women and

avoid appearing to have nothing to do (Duberley et

Butler 1972:223). The stereotypes associated with

to others” to understand them as “social objects.”

retirement and introduces women’s exposure to

al. 2014). Living a busy, active life has also emerged

ageism focus on a decline of physical and mental

Their study of homeless individuals noted that their

ageism.

as important to retired women (Kloep and Hendry

faculties, slowness, uselessness, and ﬁnancial de-

participants used “identity talk” to support their

2006).

pendence (Arber and Ginn 1991). In a seminal essay,

self-concept. Because they have few other resources,

Susan Sontag (1972) elaborated on the double stan-

homeless people may use talk to “construct, assert,

Christine Price has conducted qualitative research

dard of aging that evaluates women more harshly

and maintain desired personal identities” using

Most of what we know about retirement stems from

on the experiences of retired professional wom-

than men as they age, particularly regarding their

distancing, embracement, and ﬁctive storytelling to

studies and standards based only on men or from

en in the United States. Her work emphasizes the

appearance. Older women tend to become socially

achieve their goal (Snow and Anderson 1987:1348).

direct comparisons of men and women (Price 2005;

meaningfulness of careers to professional women,

invisible regardless of their occupation and back-

Although professional retired women arguably

Krekula 2007; Byles et al. 2013). These studies either

as well as the challenges to their identity they face

ground (Arber and Ginn 1991). In a recent study,

have many more resources with which to maintain

ignore women altogether or examine them only in

in retirement. She found that women encounter the

Clarke and Korotchenko (2010) found that women

a desired personal identity, they also face the possi-

contrast to men. Past research often sees retirement

loss of their professional identity as they experience

felt grey hair was ugly and rendered them invisible.

bility of “identity foreclosure” (van den Hoonaard

as a “crisis event” and poses the essentialist ques-

a change in social contacts and face ageist stereo-

tion of who has more diﬃculty adjusting to retire-

types (Price 2000), were likely to identify with their

Helen Rose Fuchs Ebaugh’s (1988) seminal work,

because their social identity is moving into less val-

ment, men or women (Martin-Matthews and Brown

work roles in retirement if they had professional ca-

Becoming an Ex: The Process of Role Exit, argued that

ued areas (retired and old) than they had as profes-

1987). An exception is work by American anthropol-

reers (Price 2002), and found retirement to be an on-

sociologists have done very little work on role exit,

sional women.

ogist, Joel Savishinsky (2000), who explored the var-

going process, inﬂuenced by their professional roles

and this omission continues. I use her concept of lin-

ious meanings retirement had for a heterogeneous

rather than a discrete event (Price 2003).

gering identity, “aspects of self-identity that remain

Literature Review

1997), the loss of their personal and social identity,

Methodology

… from a prior role even after exiting” (Ebaugh

group of individuals.
Patricia M. Seaman (2009; 2012) conducted an inter-

1988:173), to understand how my participants talked

Using in-depth, semi-structured interviews and

Very little research, however, investigates the pro-

view study with early boomer women, born between

about themselves. Ebaugh (1988:150) notes that there

a four-meeting series of discussion groups with

cesses and meanings of contemporary retirement

1945 and 1954, about their anticipation of retire-

is an “essential dilemma” in role exit which involves

interview participants, this symbolic-interactionist

for women. This small literature identiﬁes several

ment. She found that, as a group, they were “deeply

“incongruity and tension” between how one thinks

inspired research explores participants’ process of

central components of the process of retiring that

exhausted” (Seaman 2012:249) by the demands they

of oneself and others’ perceptions. Reitzes and

leaving the paid work force and queries what retire-

seem to be important to women’s experiences across

had met throughout their work years and sought to

Mutran (2006) used Ebaugh’s concept of “lingering

ment means to baby-boomer women. I interviewed

international settings. First, women wrestle with

take control over their lives. The women Seaman in-

identities” to explore how older workers and new

13 women who live in a Maritime Province of Cana-

how retiring aﬀects their sense of identity. They

terviewed expected to set boundaries around their

retirees manage the maintenance of their self-es-

da and identiﬁed themselves as retired for this pilot

worry about losing a valued identity, acquiring, in

commitments, not to work in retirement, and to

teem in retirement. Their survey research found

project.

its place, a stigmatized identity as an old woman

have control over a new identity that would have

that their research participants used their lingering

(Katz 2005; Borrero 2012; Duberley, Carmichael, and

meaning and purpose (2009:74).

identities to “provide consistency and support for

The women I have spoken to are unusual in that

their retirement adjustment and self-esteem” (Reitz-

eight are single or divorced and four have no chil-

es and Mutran 2006:354).

dren. As well, as a result of my snowball method of

Szmigin 2014), or they may view their retirement as
an opportunity to “reinvent themselves” (Liechty,

When women retire, the intersection of their gender

Yarnal, and Kerstetter 2012). Second, retired wom-

and aging has an impact on their experience and so-

en express a desire to ﬁnd meaningful activity in

cial identity. Hence, they have to deal with ageism,

Snow and Anderson (1987:1347) distinguish be-

careers such as lawyer, teacher (n=2), management

later life whether through volunteering (Cook 2013),

the “systematic stereotyping and discrimination

tween “personal identity,” an individual’s self-con-

positions (n=4), entrepreneur, professor, nurse/of-

leisure (Liechty et al. 2012), or other activities to

against people because they are old” (Lewis and

cept, and “social identity,” an identity “imputed

ﬁcer in the military, dietician, child psychologist,
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and probation oﬃcer. My setting, New Brunswick,

to encourage my participants to provide expansive

impact of whether or not the women retired vol-

work for another six months, that didn’t work out.

Canada, is an ethnically homogeneous, fairly ru-

answers.

untarily and how those who did retire voluntarily

(Helen, conference facilitator)

made the decision. The article next looks at how

ral province populated primarily by individuals
from English, Scottish, Irish, and Acadian back-

I recorded and transcribed the interviews verbatim

they understand the diﬀerence between working

This participant had convinced herself that if she

grounds, and my sample reﬂects that homoge-

and took extensive ﬁeld notes during the discus-

and being retired followed by the beneﬁts and

did not say anything, her employer would simply

neity. All but one of my participants represent-

sion groups, carried out a thematic and inductive

challenges of the freedom that comes with retire-

ignore or miss the fact that she had reached the age

ed the English-speaking population and one the

analysis that entailed reading and re-reading the

ment and how it has aﬀected their personal and

of 65. She, therefore, not only had no choice, but

French-speaking population of the province. The

transcripts and ﬁeld notes, identifying themes that

social identities.

was surprised when she actually had to comply

women ranged in age from 56-77—all except one

were prominent, and bringing the data under each

falling into the baby-boomer demographic which

particular theme together to ascertain the issues

The ﬁrst thing I noticed about my interviews

boundary between being a legitimate employee

Statistics Canada identiﬁes as having been born

and strategies that the women brought up and de-

was the extent to which the women I spoke with

and too old to work came as an unpleasant sur-

between 1945 and 1963 (Bonikowska and Schellen-

scribed (van den Hoonaard 2015). The themes that

referred to their work lives when talking about

prise for her even though she was well aware of the

berg 2013). Most participants had retired within

arose during the interviews and group discussions

themselves throughout the interview even though

retirement policy. The director of her organization

the last 5 years. I found that women were eager to

were almost identical.

they knew that the research was focused on their

found part-time work for Helen. Hence, she made

experience of retirement. They seemed to believe

what she calls a “lateral move.” Although she is

participate in both the interviews and the discus-

with mandatory retirement. Crossing the arbitrary

sion groups.1 They had a lot to say and wanted to

In this article, I focus on boundary concerns that

that what made them of interest were their accom-

technically retired, she is doing very similar work

hear about other women’s experiences and share

the participants raised, particularly around what

plishments in their careers. In essence, they were

but on a part-time basis.

their own.

it means to be retired, how they experience going

using identity talk to blur the boundaries between

from the structure of their work lives to the often

their work and retirement identities and their life

For others, retirement was voluntary. Gladys,

The interview guide encouraged participants to

unstructured experience of their retirement, and

in retirement by hanging on to the lingering iden-

a nurse in the military who had risen to high rank,

talk about what their life was like before retire-

how being retired has aﬀected their identity.

tity of professional woman.

transferred to the Reserves when she knew her
“position was going or [she] was being replaced.”

ment; how they came to retire; and how their life
has changed since retirement. It also covered the

Boundary Issues in Retirement

Voluntary Versus Involuntary Retirement

She “moved over to the Reserves” because she
had “paid into EI [Employment Insurance] all my

best and worst things about retirement and included a question about participants’ everyday lives.

The women with whom I spoke found the transition

An important factor in how my participants inter-

working days” and would be able to draw on it for

Questions about personal and social identity asked

to being retired challenging, often more diﬃcult

pret their experience is whether or not retirement

a year. Her being eligible for EI inﬂuenced when

if the women thought about themselves diﬀerently

than they had anticipated. One woman described

was voluntary and, if voluntary, how they decid-

she oﬃcially retired. She commented:

since they had retired and if others now think of

it as “being on a trapeze where you’re latched on

ed to retire. Mandatory retirement directly aﬀect-

or treat them diﬀerently. Finally, I asked my par-

to one [bar], but you have to let go to reach for the

ed only one of the women. Although she knew

And it just made me feel so good in my own mind

ticipants what advice they would give to women

other” (Linda, project manager2). For some of my

that mandatory retirement at 65 was in eﬀect,

that, okay, the government’s not taking me for every-

who are anticipating retiring and if they had any-

participants, the trapeze they are reaching for is, as

she thought that, somehow, she might manage to

thing. I paid into this; I’ve worked for 40 years and

thing they would like to discuss that I had not

yet, out of range and invisible. First, I discuss the

avoid it:

paid into it. So, I feel it’s my right.

asked them. I worded the questions in such a way
as to provide a conversational feel to the interview
In fact, several women who had heard about the study approached me in parking lots to volunteer.

1
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All quotations, unless otherwise speciﬁed, are taken verbatim
from interview transcripts, all names to refer to participants
are pseudonyms, and careers listed are those from which they
retired.

2

I hung on as long as I could … The director didn’t

By choosing her time and getting what she felt

even know how old I was so I must have been doing

entitled to, she “retired on a high note, a good

alright in my job. But he, although he said I could

note.”
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Similarly, another participant timed her retirement

So, I was done … I was emotionally done in terms

of Human Resources, retired when the province

out her career in volunteer work for internation-

to coincide with how much sick leave she had ac-

of investment with the faculty. ‘Cause I would go to

oﬀered early-retirement packages to their older em-

al aid organizations rather than in her paid work,

crued. She stopped working almost a year before

meetings and be, like, “Oh, just spare me” … Some

ployees about ﬁve years before she had originally

commented that she “retired three years before

she oﬃcially retired to take advantage of the sick

of us have talked about this; you become the crank.

intended to retire. (Interestingly, so many workers

I quit.” In her organization, the observation that

leave she had accumulated as a parole oﬃcer for the

(Karen, professor)

took up the oﬀer that the province had to scramble

a co-worker was “already retired” is quite common

to replace some of them.)

to refer to someone who is approaching retirement

federal government. The boundary between retire-

age and has already stopped caring about work.

ment and work for these two women rests on the

They found the changes in the workplace diﬃcult

technical distinction between collecting EI or sick

and believed that people would see them as out of

Among the four women who reported having

Here, the boundary is related to lack of engage-

leave pay and receiving a pension. Even though

date because of their age. Both of these women also

grandchildren, only one stated that she retired to

ment with the workplace rather than the oﬃcial

they were not working during the intervening pe-

commented they decided it was time to retire when

spend more time with her grandson and anoth-

severing of ties.

riod, they did not consider themselves retired until

they realized they would have enough pension in-

er said she would now spend summers with her

these beneﬁts ran out.

come on which to live.

grandchildren, although she did not cite that as the

Women who consider themselves retired may work

reason for retirement. No one else suggested that

as consultants or take a part-time job. Ilene had been

For some women, changes in the organization for

Mary, the one entrepreneur in the sample, had

retirement would give them more time with their

a social worker. She retired in July and came back to

which they worked inﬂuenced their decision to re-

a sudden epiphany. She explained that:

grandchildren or that the identity of grandmother

the same organization in August:

replaced their professional identities.

tire. Judy, district supervisor, simply felt that she did
not want to expend the energy to continually adapt

I just felt that I was in a cage and … I had just had

to changes in the provincial department for which

to be there day-in, day-out. And when you have that

In summary, the women retired primarily when

ing … we call ourselves RSWs,3 “retired, still worker”

she worked:

many employees … there’s always an issue … I think

they felt uncomfortable with changes in their work-

… We’re cheap labor … no beneﬁts … [no] vacation …

then you reach that point where you say, “Well, okay,

place and when they could aﬀord it. They were

all the bureaucratic stuﬀ. It just feels free.

And also there were things happening in education.

I’m kind of at a stalemate here ... I don’t know where

pleased and sometimes relieved that they could

There always are. When you’re younger … I found the

I want to go, but I know where I don’t want to be any-

retire on their own terms without becoming ﬁnan-

Similarly, Fern (who took early retirement at age

rewards doing what I was doing. But now, how many

more” … And you just go “boom!” [Clapping]. That

cially insecure. Those who were married felt some

54) retired in December, and her phone rang the

more changes do I want to go through? And do I want

was it for me. I just said, “That’s it. Door closed. I’m

pressure from their husbands to retire, while one

following January asking her to run a workshop

to, uh, put in the energy … [to make] these chang-

outta here.”

wanted to spend more time with her grandson.

that would have been part of her job in the past.

On a casual basis which was very, very accommodat-

Like Ilene, she worked as much as she wanted to,

es again? … So yeah, this seemed like the right—this
was the right time.

Even though she was her own boss, Mary’s work sit-

Blurring the Boundaries of Retirement

for a number of years, until the work became sporadic. She observed that she found it more diﬃcult

uation had deteriorated and she felt trapped in an
A university professor found that the course her

unsatisfactory situation that she did not want to dis-

Traditionally, these decisions and events would

to “get back in” once you are “out of the harness.”

university and faculty were moving towards was

cuss. Her decision to retire was spontaneous.

have led to the retirees’ complete detachment from

As well, when she reached 65 and started receiving

their work lives, “like a tap turning oﬀ,” or “sitting

Old Age Security, a monthly payment available to

Of the ﬁve married women, three speciﬁcally men-

in a rocking chair on the porch” (Linda, project

Canadians who are at least 65 years of age (Govern-

[I] just didn’t like the direction things were going

tioned that their husbands inﬂuenced the timing

manager), but for my participants, the deﬁnition of

ment of Canada 2014), she found that some of the

with the faculty … the last three years of work were

of their retirement. The men who were already re-

what it means to be retired reﬂects diverse under-

money she received was “clawed back” in taxes.

painful … I found toward the end that I was doing

tired encouraged their wives to retire so they could

standings, experiences, and opportunities. Estelle,

nothing that was meaningful, beyond our research.

spend more time together. Fern, who was a director

a parole oﬃcer who had found meaning through-

troubling:
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She decided to stop “double dipping” for a year to

after retiring. First, they experienced freedom from

You don’t have to be up at six, and you can go to bed

In response to the question about the hardest

see how she would manage ﬁnancially. She found

worrying about their work. Ann, an attorney, com-

whenever you feel like it. (Donna, dietician)

part of being retired, Estelle, a parole oﬃcer,

she had enough money to live on without continu-

mented, “Thank you, God! I just walked away from

ing to consult.

so much pressure,” while Donna, a dietician, found

The women also enjoyed the freedom to dress as ca-

that having fewer worries was what surprised her

sually as they liked:

said:
I think I could fall into a funk if I didn’t make sure

Part-time work not directly related to their pro-

most about being retired. This relief from worry-

fessions was also a feature of retirement for some

ing was particularly signiﬁcant for the women who

Guess what? I’m not putting on make-up today. Guess

want to know that there’s something, some reason to

of the women. Carol, who had been a teacher, got

left bureaucratic organizations in which the work

what? I’m not even going to get dressed! I don’t have

get up … I’d say that’s the hardest thing.

part-time work at an art gallery. She made a small

situation had deteriorated:

to put on a bra, just to show you that I don’t have to do

salary and decided to call her work “consulting”

I had something to do every day … most days you

Fern explained that it took time for her to allow her-

it. (Ann, attorney)

to preserve the professional identity she had had

It’s a chance for me to get unstuck from that work en-

in her working life. Similarly, Helen moved into

vironment that I was ﬁnding really oppressive … soul

part-time work after mandatory retirement. She

crushing … I don’t have to worry about that anymore

focused on the similarities between working part-

… It’s okay to relax a little. (Karen, professor)

self the freedom to be unproductive:
For some, it took a while for the reality to sink in:
I used to think that when I ﬁrst retired. “What do
When I left the clinic, it took me probably two years

I have to show for my day?” And then I thought,

before I could … wake up and think, “You could lay

“Well, why do I have to have anything to show for

For several of the women, letting go was a chal-

in bed ‘til 8:00 if you wanted to” or if you just felt like

my day really?” … I don’t have to account. If I want

lenging part of the transition. Ann, an attorney,

sitting, reading a book, you could. (Betty, Public Rela-

a day oﬀ and I want to look at the river ﬂowing by

As the above data demonstrate, the boundaries

found that, even though she reveled in the lack of

tions manager)

… I’m entitled to do that. If there’s any advice that

between work and retirement are ﬂexible and de-

pressure once she had retired, she had to get used

pend on the particular situation and deﬁnition the

to not giving people advice. It took her some time

Gladys, a nurse/oﬃcer in the military, summed it

tle time to get used to the idea that you don’t have to

women use. Keeping in mind that the women in

to get around to shredding her papers. Similarly,

up, “The best thing about retirement? I guess the

go someplace and perform at some appointed time”

this study all self-identiﬁed as retired, one can see

Bett y, a manager, had to admit that, “You can’t ﬁx

freedom, freedom, ﬂexibility.”

… I ﬁnd that when people ﬁrst retire, they are re-

that working part-time or consulting does not pre-

everything. And everything is not in your hands.

vent a woman from seeing herself as retired. At the

And it just makes [retirement] all that much more

But, freedom and ﬂexibility are also a double-edged

same time, not working at all but technically being

pleasurable.”

sword. Just as they were the best part of retirement

time as a retiree and the full-time work she was
forced to leave.

on sick leave or collecting Employment Insurance

I say to people, it’s, “I think it’s gonna take you a lit-

ally hard on themselves … They feel they have to
account [for their time].

in some ways, in others they were the most chal-

Nonetheless, some women were concerned that if

lenging part:

they did not add structure to their day, they would

did not qualify as being retired even though the

Discussions of freedom and ﬂexibility permeated

women had no intention of taking up their jobs at

the interviews. For many women, it was the feeling

the end of their entitlement.

of freedom that was the best part of retirement, but

Somehow, in my head, I thought I should be doing

be productive. They felt that they needed to be ac-

it was not always the easiest aspect to get used to.

something here at home to show I’m productive … The

complishing something to feel that their lives were

Freedom and Flexibility: The Best and Worst

Five of the women were unequivocal in expressing

big thing for me was not to feel guilty about doing noth-

meaningful.

Aspects of Retirement

their enjoyment of the freedom they have experi-

ing … there’s nothing wrong with watching a movie

enced.

… Even though I’m doing lots, I think I thought, “Oh,

I needed to be doing something … So part of this

I’ll take courses or maybe I should go back and do that

time has been painful for me … just taking time—

The most salient diﬀerence for the women between

not be productive, and they thought they should

their careers and retirement were the freedom,

The freedom to get up in the morning and to greet

masters” … I’ve sort of gotten over that now, of thinking

endless time—and not doing … It’s very clear that’s

ﬂexibility, and lack of structure they encountered

the day at one’s own pace was a real beneﬁt:

there are things I should be doing. (Carol, teacher)

not my cup of tea. (Karen, professor)
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Linda articulated the dilemma these women faced

themselves and how others related to them. The

Like others, she noted that being old can become

and golﬁng … or going South all winter. (Ilene, social

as they appreciated the freedom of retirement, but,

challenges the women explicitly discussed involved

part of one’s social identity when she retires:

worker)

at the same time, they needed to feel that they were

the intersection of aging and being retired, the loss

accomplishing something and not just wasting

of a primary identity without having a new positive

But, you can’t go around saying, “Hey, wait a minute

And I think people who haven’t retired; their sense

time:

identity to claim, and being retired as a conversa-

… you know, I was somebody you want to pay atten-

of retirement is you stop. You stop … Certain people

tion stopper.

tion to” … I don’t like being over. (Fern, director of

consider me a senior. I don’t consider myself a se-

Human Services)

nior. I still can’t bring myself to do that senior’s dis-

[What is the best part of retirement so far?] Freedom of
choice, freedom of time, freedom in every sense of the

Intersections of Retirement and Aging

word … [What’s the worst part?] Not having a sense

count at Shoppers [Drug Mart]. Ugh! (Linda, project
[Your] sense of conﬁdence could decline because you

manager)

of purpose … I have an endless list of projects I ha-

The intersection of retirement and aging in terms

don’t want to be thought of as an old senior … I don’t

ven’t touched yet … I think you have to put yourself

of both personal and social identity is not straight-

think anybody wants to be treated as a nobody or just

Earlier work has also found that women attempt

out there … When you’re working … it’s all very struc-

forward. It can be challenging for an individual

a, a senior, just a senior. And I mean that word spells

to distance themselves from the negative interpre-

tured and it seems endless … now you sort of feel like,

to disentangle the eﬀects of these two attributes.

out negative. (Helen, conference facilitator)

tations of transitions associated with being an old

“Oh, I’ve got time to do.” You think you have all this

The interviews demonstrated the broad and tak-

endless time, but yet it still seems to be zipping by.

en-for-granted impact of ageism which my research

These excerpts illustrate the negative connotations

den Hoonaard 1997; 2001) through their rejection of

(Linda, project manager)

participants dealt with by comparing themselves to

associated with being an older woman that the par-

what they see as pejorative terms.

others who have limited their options because of

ticipants did not entirely reject. They found that

their age.

people began treating them diﬀerently when their

Finally, some women compared themselves pos-

appearance began to reﬂect being older, particular-

itively to others who saw aging, in particular, as

Three women noticed changes in their social identi-

ly graying hair. They have internalized ageist ideas

a factor that limited what they were capable of.

ty related to their becoming older even before they

and equate being old with being critical of younger

retired.

people and with being “just a senior.”

The dilemma of how to spend their time and what
to do next came as a surprise to several women.
Mary, who had been an entrepreneur, observed:
I didn’t really expect to feel this that way. I expect-

woman (Matthews 1979) and with widowhood (van

I know a couple of people who deﬁne themselves by

ed to feel, “Wow! Now I have the freedom to do

their age. And I think that is a very real, real issue,

whatever I want.” But … I didn’t expect not to be

I’m not so sure the world sees me diﬀerent as a re-

Women may try to escape the retired identity by

and I’m not sure that’s necessarily a retirement issue

able to ﬁgure it out … I really expected to be out

tiree … I know the workers treated me much diﬀer-

avoiding calling themselves retired. They sought

… You know, “Well, I’m in my 70s so I can’t do that …

more doing more things, and I ﬁnd I’m not doing

ently when I became an older woman … you get to

a solution in identity talk (Snow and Anderson

I’m in my 70s so I have to slow down” … Whatever

as much as I thought I would … Where’s my list?

the point where you’re invisible … You’re now a mid-

1987) to distance themselves from the retired identi-

your age seems to deﬁne what your activity is … not

I don’t even know where my list is anymore. And

dle-aged woman. There’s the invisibility of that, you

ty they were reluctant to claim. In fact, several sug-

necessarily retirement that does that. (Estelle, parole

I had lists everywhere. What happened to me?

know … That was a bigger shift for me than going

gested that we really should ﬁnd a diﬀerent word to

oﬃcer)

[Laughing].

from working to not working. (Ann, attorney)

describe their life stage.
Here, the women are doing boundary work. Rath-

The question, “What happened to me?” raises the

I don’t know if it’s got to do with work or just aging.

I don’t really say I’m retired. Not because my age mat-

er than using boundary work to distinguish them-

issue of how retiring has aﬀected the women’s per-

Maybe they both happen at the same time … I [have]

ters to me, but when I say that retired word, people

selves from others, they are working to blur the so-

sonal and social identities. Crossing the boundary

white hair and I’m short. I think I’ve disappeared

kind of look at me like, “Oh my God, are you that

cial boundary between old, retired people, and to

from professional or worker to retiree had a large

from the sight-line of other people. (Fern, director of

old?” … People’s concept is the old concept of get-

identify with those whom society values—younger,

impact on what my participants thought about

Human Services)

ting your gold watch … and putting your feet up …

“productive” individuals.
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vious generations of women would have interpret-

These work identities were central. They provided

question of personal and social identity when they

ed their identity:

a place in the world:

retired. They could not take their professional identity across the boundary to retirement with them.

The professional women who participated in this

A lawyer observed:

pilot study had personal and social identities that

Everybody has a family … but that’s something you

Work has always been very important to me … work

were tied into their careers and work lives. Hence,

do outside your work hours … your work is your main

was my life … Most of my life, I’ve had with the work

when they retired, a number found that that they

purpose in life … Your identity is wrapped up in your

a place; I have a solid place … I got full professorship

I miss the integrity of the profession … there was

did not know how to replace their professional

work because that’s who I was … I wasn’t only attached

… I was good at what I was doing and knew I was

a sense of reward to being good at that. I don’t have

identity with a retired identity. They explained that

to my work. I was attached to the whole organization

good at what I was doing. (Karen, professor)

anything I do now that comes close to that … I read

their identities were strongly associated with their

and our sense of purpose. (Linda, project manager)

profession. In essence, when the profession is gone,
they asked the question, “Who am I now?”

all kinds of ﬁctional books, and I make up that I’m the

These women’s comments about their profession-

hero of the book. (Ann, attorney)

Perhaps this focus on their professional identi-

al identities are very strong. Consistent with their

ty helps explain why only one woman suggested

forcefulness, these participants talked about their

One gets the feeling that Ann, who talked about

As baby-boomers, these women strongly identiﬁed

spending more time with her grandchildren was an

careers frequently and at great length throughout

winning for the underdog in her work, felt like

with their careers. Gladys, an oﬃcer in the military,

impetus to retire.

the interviews even though most of the questions

a hero in her practice of law. Her imagining herself

I asked were about their experience of being retired.

as the hero of the book was one way she could use

explained:

the plot to bolster her personal lingering identity.

These comments regarding professional identity
I worked my way to the top … Especially in our vintage;

contextualize the women’s loss of mooring. They

Although the focus on work/professional identity

women were trying to make it to the top … We had to be

saw themselves as professionals who help people,

showed up in most of the interviews, there was one

The experience of women who did not know how to

Type A. And that doesn’t change when you retire.

whom people turn to for counsel, as people who

exception. Only one woman pointed out that her

answer questions about who they are and what they

make a diﬀerence:

work did not encompass her identity. She said:

do was common. For example, one woman said:

This entrepreneur’s identity was tied up in the combination of work and raising children in the same

Helping people, I like helping people. I like teaching

I had always had another personality … [Your identi-

Like, “What do you do?” “Nothing” … Somebody said,

competitive fashion as she approached her busi-

things … The twelve years I was in curriculum de-

ty has not been wound up in your work?] No, it wasn’t

“What do you do?” And you say, “Retired.” And often

nesses:

sign, if I could get a ﬁnished product … that was use-

… I enjoyed my work … and was a good parole oﬃ-

that’s the end of it … [Work] deﬁnes who you are. I don’t

ful. (Carol, teacher)

cer, but the role was very much the role … And I real-

have all that now. (Betty, Public Relations manager)

We’re supermoms. We’re the generation of super-

ly didn’t need to take that anywhere after 4:00. I have
an automatic shut-oﬀ. (Estelle, parole oﬃcer)

Another remarked:

moms. We’re professional people and we’ve got kids,

I love it when somebody phones up—still to this day

yet we’re gonna be the best mothers we can be. Our

somebody phones up—and says, “I’d like to pick your

kids [are] going to be in piano, they’re going to be in

brain about” … I don’t want to name drop, but a Deputy

This woman had done a lot of international volun-

And the famous question that everybody asks you at

sports, they’re going this; they’re going that … and

Minister phoned me up and said, “I’m having a problem

teer work throughout her life. It was this work that

a reception, “What do you do?” I don’t know how to

they’re top-notch academically. And we’re just super-

… and I’d like to take you out to lunch” … I just love to

had provided her sense of identity. Estelle’s volun-

answer that any more … That’s social currency to be

moms. (Mary, entrepreneur)

talk about work. (Fern, director of Human Services)

teer work was very meaningful while being a pa-

able to talk about what it is that you do. (Linda, proj-

role oﬃce was more a job than a career.

ect manager)

Another participant underlined that her identity

I saw myself as making a diﬀerence … I wasn’t com-

was considerably more tied up in her paid work

placent; I was never complacent … I was just very in-

Whether they saw their professional/work identity

These women were lamenting the loss of their pro-

than in her family life, a huge change from how pre-

dependent and resourceful. (Judy, guidance counselor)

as central or not, participants had to deal with the

fessional identity. They, among others, said that if
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they told a new acquaintance that they were re-

Part of the loss of identity is feeling that one’s

Or they say, “What did you do?” and you tell them

tired, there was nowhere for the conversation to

moorings have come loose. So, Karen describes her

and that’s the end of it. (Bett y, Public Relations

go. They had previously depended on their careers

life as “somewhat anchorless” without a purpose

manager)

to provide topics of conversation.

or a vocation. Others echo her sentiment:

Discussion
One of the striking aspects of the women’s participation in the interviews was the extent to which

One way to avoid this situation is to avoid telling

they talked about their careers and work lives.

new acquaintances that you are retired:

Perhaps they use identity talk because of their

Personal identity is sometimes related to hav-

I have been … so busy marching to somebody else’s

ing goals in one’s work. The nurse/oﬃcer in the

drummer that … I’m going to have to … ﬁgure out

military saw her career as a series of goals to be

what I’m going to do when I grow up. Figure out …

I’d probably say, “Oh well, enough about me, let’s hear

in their work lives than in their retirement or,

achieved. She had not been eager to retire because,

Who’s really in there? … What are you going to do?

about you.” (Fern, director of Human Services)

as Reitzes and Mutran (2006) and Ebaugh (1988)

“I reached my goal; now what’s my next goal?

What are you going to be? … It’s freedom and it’s

I don’t have one” (Gladys). Another woman (Hel-

scary. (Linda, project manager) [emphasis added]

en) commented, “I still want to know what I want
to do when I grow up,” a phrase familiar to the

For Mary, losing her social identity as a well-known

baby-boomer generation.

local business owner was jarring:

belief that people found them more interesting

suggest, they were holding on to “lingering iden[So if somebody asked you to describe your working

tities” that helped them retain the social status

status right now, what do you say … semi-retired, or?]

of their professional identity in retirement. They

No, I say I work casually. (Ilene, social worker)

presented themselves to us through their focus
on their careers and distance themselves from

Even though my participants self-identiﬁed as retired

people who limit their options because of their
chronological age.

Several of the women communicated a real strug-

That is your identity. When you don’t have that any-

when they volunteered for the study, in social situa-

gle with their personal identity in retirement. This

more … You think, “What is it that I do? Who am

tions, they avoided letting new acquaintances know

married woman found herself doing traditional

I really?” … When you walk out and that’s not there

they had retired to escape the inevitable silence that

The women in this study had successful careers

woman’s work at home. Her loss of work identity

any longer … you have to ﬁgure out something else

followed. In a sense, these women had not yet ﬁgured

and received recognition, and several spoke explic-

was very diﬃcult:

that’s going to make you feel not complete because

out how to use identity talk to present themselves to

itly about being in the ﬁrst generation of women to

that kind of sounds shallow … but whatever that

new acquaintances as worth talking to. The women

have professional careers. They found the bound-

feeling is … empty business syndrome.

reported that neither they nor the new acquaintance

ary between work and retirement more complex

knew where to take the conversation next.

than they had anticipated and the blurring of the

I found myself asking: “Who am I?” … Even though
I saw myself as very strong in helping others …

boundary between their professional and retire-

I really struggled with who am I? What am I do-

These women were experiencing identity foreclo-

ing? I’ve become the cooker and the cleaner … And

sure and were trying to ﬁgure out a personal iden-

The only contrasting view comes from this wom-

I thought, “My life has come to this?” (Judy, district

tity in retirement.

an who has found other retired people whom she
meets at swimming class very welcoming:

supervisor)

ment identities beneﬁcial to their sense of self.
Leaving their careers was a process of transition
rather than a concrete boundary that participants

Eight women explained that telling people they
Along with feeling a loss of identity, Judy asks,

were retired was a conversation stopper. Because

There are a cohort of people who are welcoming of,

walked across or a discrete event. The transition

“What is my purpose?” She describes herself as

their social identity had changed to that of retired

“join the club” … They talk with you in a diﬀerent

was diverse, and seeing it as a process rather than

having been a leader in her profession, but in her

person, people did not know what to say to them.

way. It’s very welcoming … They might be 80 or 70

a concrete boundary allowed the women to retain

retirement, she has reverted to a more tradition-

It made it awkward for them to introduce them-

… They say, “Sometime … join us for coﬀee.” (Karen,

the professional identity that was important to

al gender arrangement in which she relies on her

selves:

professor)

them. For some, it started with emotionally disengaging while still in the workforce, while others

husband’s initiative for planning their retirement
life. She did not ﬁ nd this arrangement very satis-

You know, somebody said, “What do you do?” And

She, alone, seems to be comfortable to join the com-

took paid leave before oﬃcially retiring, and still

fying.

you say, “Retired,” and often that’s the end of it.

munity of retired individuals in her town.

others consulted or worked part-time for a while.
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Regardless of how they left the workforce, retire-

The situation of retiring is not as speciﬁc as the ex-

ment presented a challenge to the women’s identi-

its Ebaugh studied and is a combination of both

ty that the women Seaman (2009) interviewed, who

types. First, leaving work and retiring at a certain

were not yet retired, did not anticipate. Rather than

age is approved of, but, at the same time, being

being in a position to control and create a new per-

involved in a career is higher status than being

sonal and social identity, the women had to deal
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